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Westinghouse developed aviation gas turbine engines
beginning in late 1941 and continued designing engines
both for the United States Navy and the United States Air
Corps into the 1950's. Considered a third tier producer in
the aircraft engine industry, they were soon surpassed
by the development of more satisfactory designs by their
competition. All during their existence until they left the
business in 1960, the company produced engine designs
and studies. Many of these were strongly influenced by
their access to Rolls Royce engineering methods,
designs and patents. This is the first compilation of the
company's jet engine designs and studies in the aviation
field. It is a companion work to the author's detail
development histories of many of the Westinghouse
production engines. It reveals the many almost unknown
advanced engines that were schemed and proposed
before the company faded from the aviation jet engine
industry.
This book is intended for those who wish to broaden their
knowledge of jet engine technology and associated
subjects. It covers turbojet, turboprop and turbofan
designs and is applicable to civilian and military usage. It
commences with an overview of the main design types
and fundamentals and then looks at air intakes,
compresors, turbines and exhaust systems in great
detail.
Presenting contributions from renowned experts in the
field, this book covers research and development in
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fundamental areas of heat exchangers, which include:
design and theoretical development, experiments,
numerical modeling and simulations. This book is
intended to be a useful reference source and guide to
researchers, postgraduate students, and engineers in
the fields of heat exchangers, cooling, and thermal
management.
"Making Jet Engines" presents a radical re-interpretation
of the early history of the jet engine in Germany, Britain,
and the United States and, through this, sets out a new
account of the central features of twentieth-century
invention. Hermione Giffard, without invoking foresight or
conservative resistance to novelty, explores why
individual firms decided not to develop jet engines, failed
to do so, or succeeded, highlighting how each country
pursued jet engines for reasons that reflected their
particular war aims and industrial expertise. By beginning
with production, the very structure of "Making Jet
Engines "challenges the traditional way of telling stories
of invention, for it focuses consecutively on production,
development, inventive institutions, and, lastly, the
celebrity of the jet engine s inventors, who she portrays
as the employees that they were. By demonstrating the
crucial importance of industry in the emergence of
novelty, this is a game changing book for anyone
interested in technological invention today. "
The second edition of a comprehensive textbook that
introduces turbomachinery and gas turbines through
design methods and examples. This comprehensive
textbook is unique in its design-focused approach to
turbomachinery and gas turbines. It offers students and
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practicing engineers methods for configuring these
machines to perform with the highest possible efficiency.
Examples and problems are based on the actual design
of turbomachinery and turbines. After an introductory
chapter that outlines the goals of the book and provides
definitions of terms and parts, the book offers a brief
review of the basic principles of thermodynamics and
efficiency definitions. The rest of the book is devoted to
the analysis and design of real turbomachinery
configurations and gas turbines, based on a consistent
application of thermodynamic theory and a more
empirical treatment of fluid dynamics that relies on the
extensive use of design charts. Topics include turbine
power cycles, diffusion and diffusers, the analysis and
design of three-dimensional free-stream flow, and
combustion systems and combustion calculations. The
second edition updates every chapter, adding material
on subjects that include flow correlations, energy transfer
in turbomachines, and three-dimensional design. A
solutions manual is available for instructors. This new
MIT Press edition makes a popular text available again,
with corrections and some updates, to a wide audience
of students, professors, and professionals.
The Jet Engine provides a complete, accessible
description of the working and underlying principles of
the gas turbine. Accessible, non-technical approach
explaining the workings of jet engines, for readers of all
levels Full colour diagrams, cutaways and photographs
throughout Written by RR specialists in all the respective
fields Hugely popular and well-reviewed book, originally
published in 2005 under Rolls Royce’s own imprint
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Readers of this book will be able to: utilize the
fundamental principles of fluid mechanics and
thermodynamics to analyze aircraft engines, understand
the common gas turbine aircraft propulsion systems and
be able to determine the applicability of each, perform
system studies of aircraft engine systems for specified
flight conditions, perform preliminary aerothermal design
of turbomachinery components, and conceive, analyze,
and optimize competing preliminary designs for
conventional and unconventional missions. Early
coverage of cycle analysis provides a systems
perspective, and offers context for the chapters on
turbomachinery and components Broader coverage than
found in most other books - including coverage of
propellers, nuclear rockets, and space propulsion allows analysis and design of more types of propulsion
systems In depth, quantitative treatments of the
components of jet propulsion engines provides the tools
for evaluation and component matching for optimal
system performance Worked examples and end of
chapter exercises provide practice for analysis,
preliminary design, and systems integration
Now in its third edition, Jet Propulsion offers a selfcontained introduction to the aerodynamic and
thermodynamic design of modern civil and military jet
engine design. Through two-engine design projects for a
large passenger and a new fighter aircraft, the text
explains modern engine design. Individual sections cover
aircraft requirements, aerodynamics, principles of gas
turbines and jet engines, elementary compressible fluid
mechanics, bypass ratio selection, scaling and
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dimensional analysis, turbine and compressor design
and characteristics, design optimization, and off-design
performance. The civil aircraft, which formed the core of
Part I in the previous editions, has now been in service
for several years as the Airbus A380. Attention in the
aircraft industry has now shifted to two-engine aircraft
with a greater emphasis on reduction of fuel burn, so the
model created for Part I in this edition is the new efficient
aircraft, a twin aimed at high efficiency.
New edition of the successful textbook updated to
include new material on UAVs, design guidelines in
aircraft engine component systems and additional end of
chapter problems Aircraft Propulsion, Second Edition
follows the successful first edition textbook with
comprehensive treatment of the subjects in airbreathing
propulsion, from the basic principles to more advanced
treatments in engine components and system
integration. This new edition has been extensively
updated to include a number of new and important
topics. A chapter is now included on General Aviation
and Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Propulsion
Systems that includes a discussion on electric and hybrid
propulsion. Propeller theory is added to the presentation
of turboprop engines. A new section in cycle analysis
treats Ultra-High Bypass (UHB) and Geared Turbofan
engines. New material on drop-in biofuels and design for
sustainability is added to refl ect the FAA’s 2025 Vision.
In addition, the design guidelines in aircraft engine
components are expanded to make the book user
friendly for engine designers. Extensive review material
and derivations are included to help the reader navigate
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through the subject with ease. Key features: General
Aviation and UAV Propulsion Systems are presented in a
new chapter Discusses Ultra-High Bypass and Geared
Turbofan engines Presents alternative drop-in jet fuels
Expands on engine components' design guidelines The
end-of-chapter problem sets have been increased by
nearly 50% and solutions are available on a companion
website Presents a new section on engine performance
testing and instrumentation Includes a new 10-Minute
Quiz appendix (with 45 quizzes) that can be used as a
continuous assessment and improvement tool in
teaching/learning propulsion principles and concepts
Includes a new appendix on Rules of Thumb and Trends
in aircraft propulsion Aircraft Propulsion, Second Edition
is a must-have textbook for graduate and undergraduate
students, and is also an excellent source of information
for researchers and practitioners in the aerospace and
power industry.
The primary human activities that release carbon dioxide
(CO2) into the atmosphere are the combustion of fossil
fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil) to generate electricity,
the provision of energy for transportation, and as a
consequence of some industrial processes. Although
aviation CO2 emissions only make up approximately 2.0
to 2.5 percent of total global annual CO2 emissions,
research to reduce CO2 emissions is urgent because (1)
such reductions may be legislated even as commercial
air travel grows, (2) because it takes new technology a
long time to propagate into and through the aviation fleet,
and (3) because of the ongoing impact of global CO2
emissions. Commercial Aircraft Propulsion and Energy
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Systems Research develops a national research agenda
for reducing CO2 emissions from commercial aviation.
This report focuses on propulsion and energy
technologies for reducing carbon emissions from large,
commercial aircraftâ€" single-aisle and twin-aisle aircraft
that carry 100 or more passengersâ€"because such
aircraft account for more than 90 percent of global
emissions from commercial aircraft. Moreover, while
smaller aircraft also emit CO2, they make only a minor
contribution to global emissions, and many technologies
that reduce CO2 emissions for large aircraft also apply to
smaller aircraft. As commercial aviation continues to
grow in terms of revenue-passenger miles and cargo ton
miles, CO2 emissions are expected to increase. To
reduce the contribution of aviation to climate change, it is
essential to improve the effectiveness of ongoing efforts
to reduce emissions and initiate research into new
approaches.
Aircraft Propulsion and Gas Turbine Engines, Second
Edition builds upon the success of the book’s first
edition, with the addition of three major topic areas:
Piston Engines with integrated propeller coverage; Pump
Technologies; and Rocket Propulsion. The rocket
propulsion section extends the text’s coverage so that
both Aerospace and Aeronautical topics can be studied
and compared. Numerous updates have been made to
reflect the latest advances in turbine engines, fuels, and
combustion. The text is now divided into three parts, the
first two devoted to air breathing engines, and the third
covering non-air breathing or rocket engines.
The book is written for engineers and students who wish
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to address the preliminary design of gas turbine engines,
as well as the associated performance calculations, in a
practical manner. A basic knowledge of thermodynamics
and turbomachinery is a prerequisite for understanding
the concepts and ideas described. The book is also
intended for teachers as a source of information for
lecture materials and exercises for their students. It is
extensively illustrated with examples and data from real
engine cycles, all of which can be reproduced with
GasTurb (TM). It discusses the practical application of
thermodynamic, aerodynamic and mechanical principles.
The authors describe the theoretical background of the
simulation elements and the relevant correlations
through which they are applied, however they refrain
from detailed scientific derivations.
Major changes in gas turbine design, especially in the
design and complexity of engine control systems, have
led to the need for an up to date, systems-oriented
treatment of gas turbine propulsion. Pulling together all
of the systems and subsystems associated with gas
turbine engines in aircraft and marine applications, Gas
Turbine Propulsion Systems discusses the latest
developments in the field. Chapters include aircraft
engine systems functional overview, marine propulsion
systems, fuel control and power management systems,
engine lubrication and scavenging systems, nacelle and
ancillary systems, engine certification, unique engine
systems and future developments in gas turbine
propulsion systems. The authors also present examples
of specific engines and applications. Written from a
wholly practical perspective by two authors with long
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careers in the gas turbine & fuel systems industries, Gas
Turbine Propulsion Systems provides an excellent
resource for project and program managers in the gas
turbine engine community, the aircraft OEM community,
and tier 1 equipment suppliers in Europe and the United
States. It also offers a useful reference for students and
researchers in aerospace engineering.
Broaden your knowledge of jet engine technology and its
associated subjects. This is a technically comprehensive
study of the components that constitute a gas turbine
aero-engine and examines each part's design and
function in practice. Concentrates on turbojet, turboprop
and turbofan designs, and is applicable to civilian and
military usage. Contains an overview of the main design
types and fundamentals, and looks at air intakes,
compressors, turbines and exhaust systems in great
detail.
This book written by a world-renowned expert with more
than forty years of active gas turbine R&D experience
comprehensively treats the design of gas turbine
components and their integration into a complete
system. Unlike many currently available gas turbine
handbooks that provide the reader with an overview
without in-depth treatment of the subject, the current
book is concentrated on a detailed aerothermodynamics, design and off-deign performance
aspects of individual components as well as the system
integration and its dynamic operation.This new book
provides practicing gas turbine designers and young
engineers working in the industry with design material
that the manufacturers would keep proprietary. The book
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is also intended to provide instructors of turbomachinery
courses around the world with a powerful tool to assign
gas turbine components as project and individual
modules that are integrated into a complete system.
Quoting many statements by the gas turbine industry
professionals, the young engineers graduated from the
turbomachinery courses offered by the author, had the
competency of engineers equivalent to three to four
years of industrial experience.
The escalating use of aircraft in the 21st century
demands a thorough understanding of engine propulsion
concepts, including the performance of aero engines.
Among other critical activities,gas turbines play an
extensive role in electric power generation, and marine
propulsion for naval vessels and cargo ships. In the most
exhaustive volume to date, this text examines the
foundation of aircraft propulsion: aerodynamics
interwoven with thermodynamics, heat transfer, and
mechanical design. With a finely focused approach, the
author devotes each chapter to a particular engine type,
such as ramjet and pulsejet, turbojet, and turbofan.
Supported by actual case studies, he illustrates engine
performance under various operating conditions. Part I
discusses the history, classifications, and performance of
air breathing engines. Beginning with Leonardo and
continuing on to the emergence of the jet age and
beyond, this section chronicles inventions up through the
20th century. It then moves into a detailed discussion of
different engine types, including pulsejet, ramjet, singleand multi-spool turbojet, and turbofan in both subsonic
and supersonic applications. The author discusses
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Vertical Take Off and Landing aircraft, and provides a
comprehensive examination of hypersonic scramjet and
turbo ramjet engines. He also analyzes the different
types of industrial gas turbines having single-and multispool with intercoolers, regenerators, and reheaters. Part
II investigates the design of rotating compressors and
turbines, and non-rotating components, intakes,
combustion chambers, and nozzles for all modern jet
propulsion and gas turbine engine systems, along with
their performance. Every chapter concludes with
illustrative examples followed by a problems section; for
greater clarity, some provide a listing of important
mathematical relations.
Prepared at the request of NASA, Aeronautical
Technologies for the Twenty-First Century presents
steps to help prevent the erosion of U.S. dominance in
the global aeronautics market. The book recommends
the immediate expansion of research on advanced
aircraft that travel at subsonic speeds and research on
designs that will meet expected future demands for
supersonic and short-haul aircraft, including helicopters,
commuter aircraft, "tiltrotor," and other advanced vehicle
designs. These recommendations are intended to
address the needs of improved aircraft performance,
greater capacity to handle passengers and cargo, lower
cost and increased convenience of air travel, greater
aircraft and air traffic management system safety, and
reduced environmental impacts.
Annotation A design textbook attempting to bridge the
gap between traditional academic textbooks, which
emphasize individual concepts and principles; and
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design handbooks, which provide collections of known
solutions. The airbreathing gas turbine engine is the
example used to teach principles and methods. The first
edition appeared in 1987. The disk contains
supplemental material. Annotation c. Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR (booknews.com).
This introductory 2005 text on air-breathing jet propulsion
focuses on the basic operating principles of jet engines
and gas turbines. Previous coursework in fluid
mechanics and thermodynamics is elucidated and
applied to help the student understand and predict the
characteristics of engine components and various types
of engines and power gas turbines. Numerous examples
help the reader appreciate the methods and differing,
representative physical parameters. A capstone chapter
integrates the text material into a portion of the book
devoted to system matching and analysis so that engine
performance can be predicted for both on- and off-design
conditions. The book is designed for advanced
undergraduate and first-year graduate students in
aerospace and mechanical engineering. A basic
understanding of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics is
presumed. Although aircraft propulsion is the focus, the
material can also be used to study ground- and marinebased gas turbines and turbomachinery and some
advanced topics in compressors and turbines.
Covers the design of engine control & monitoring
systems for both turbofan & turboshaft engines, focusing
on four key topics: modeling of engine dynamics;
application of specific control design methods to gas
turbine engines; advanced control concepts; &, engine
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condition monitoring.
Since the education of aeronautical engineers at Delft
University of Technology started in 1940 under tae
inspiring leadership of Professor H.J. van der Maas,
much emphasis has been placed on the design of
aircraft as part of the student's curriculum. Not only is
aircraft design an optional subject for thesis work, but
every aeronautical student has to carry out a preliminary
airplane design in the course of his study. The main
purpose of this preliminary design work is to enable the
student to synthesize the knowledge ob tained
separately in courses on aerodynamics, aircraft
performances, stability and con trol, aircraft structures,
etc. The student's exercises in preliminary design have
been directed through the years by a number of staff
members of the Department of Aerospace Engineering in
Delft. The author of this book, Mr. E. Torenbeek, has
made a large contribution to this part of the study
programme for many years. Not only has he acquired
vast experience in teaching airplane design at university
level, but he has also been deeply involved in designoriented re search, e.g. developing rational design
methods and systematizing design information. I am very
pleased that this wealth of experience, methods and data
is now presented in this book.
The German war machine resulted in many innovations
in jet engine and gas turbine development. The most
noteworthy was the Me262, the world's first operational
jet fighting aircraft.
Volume XI of the High Speed Aerodynamics and Jet
Propulsion series. Edited by W.R. Hawthorne and W.T.
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Olson. This is a comprehensive presentation of basic
problems involved in the design of aircraft gas turbines,
including sections covering requirements and processes,
experimental techniques, fuel injection, flame
stabilization, mixing processes, fuels, combustion
chamber development, materials for gas turbine
applications, turbine blade vibration, and performance.
Originally published in 1960. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
This book is an introduction to the design of modern civil
and military jet engines using engine design projects.
This book provides a comprehensive basics-to-advanced
course in an aero-thermal science vital to the design of
engines for either type of craft. The text classifies
engines powering aircraft and single/multi-stage rockets,
and derives performance parameters for both from basic
aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws. Each type of
engine is analyzed for optimum performance goals, and
mission-appropriate engines selection is explained.
Fundamentals of Aircraft and Rocket Propulsion provides
information about and analyses of: thermodynamic
cycles of shaft engines (piston, turboprop, turboshaft and
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propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse detonation engine,
ramjet, scramjet, turbojet and turbofan); chemical and
non-chemical rocket engines; conceptual design of
modular rocket engines (combustor, nozzle and
turbopumps); and conceptual design of different modules
of aero-engines in their design and off-design state.
Aimed at graduate and final-year undergraduate
students, this textbook provides a thorough grounding in
the history and classification of both aircraft and rocket
engines, important design features of all the engines
detailed, and particular consideration of special aircraft
such as unmanned aerial and short/vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft. End-of-chapter exercises make this a
valuable student resource, and the provision of a
downloadable solutions manual will be of further benefit
for course instructors.
This festschrift in honor of Professor Budugur
Lakshminarayana's 60th birthday-based on the
proceedings of a symposium on Turbomachinery Fluid
Dynamics and Heat Transfer held recently at The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park-provides
authoritative and conclusive research results as well as
new insights into complex flow features found in the
turbomachinery used for propulsion, power, and
industrial applications. Explaining in detail compressors,
heat transfer fields in turbines, computational fluid
dynamics, and unsteady flows, Turbomachinery Fluid
Dynamics and Heat Transfer covers: Mixing
mechanisms, annulus wall boundary layers, and the flow
field in transonic turbocompressors The numerical
implementation of turbulence models in a computer code
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Secondary flows, film cooling, and thermal turbulence
modeling The visualization method of modeling using
liquid crystals Innovative techniques in the computational
modeling of compressor and turbine flows measurement
in unsteady flows as well as axial flows and compressor
noise generation And much more Generously illustrated
and containing key bibliographic citations,
Turbomachinery Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer is an
indispensable resource for mechanical, design,
aerospace, marine, manufacturing, materials, industrial,
and reliability engineers; and upper-level undergraduate
and graduate students in these disciplines.
Our stories of industrial innovation tend to focus on
individual initiative and breakthroughs. With Making Jet
Engines in World War II, Hermione Giffard uses the case
of the development of jet engines to offer a different way
of understanding technological innovation, revealing the
complicated mix of factors that go into any decision to
pursue an innovative, and therefore risky technology.
Giffard compares the approaches of Britain, Germany,
and the United States. Each approached jet engines in
different ways because of its own war aims and industrial
expertise. Germany, which produced more jet engines
than the others, did so largely as replacements for more
expensive piston engines. Britain, on the other hand,
produced relatively few engines—but, by shifting
emphasis to design rather than production, found itself at
war's end holding an unrivaled range of designs. The US
emphasis on development, meanwhile, built an
institutional basis for postwar production. Taken
together, Giffard's work makes a powerful case for a
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more nuanced understanding of technological
innovation, one that takes into account the influence of
the many organizational factors that play a part in the
journey from idea to finished product.
The development of clean, sustainable energy systems
is one of the preeminent issues of our time. Most
projections indicate that combustion-based energy
conversion systems will continue to be the predominant
approach for the majority of our energy usage, and gas
turbines will continue to be important combustion-based
energy conversion devices for many decades to come,
used for aircraft propulsion, ground-based power
generation, and mechanical-drive applications. This book
compiles the key scientific and technological knowledge
associated with gas turbine emissions into a single
authoritative source. The book has three sections: the
first section reviews major issues with gas turbine
combustion, including design approaches and
constraints, within the context of emissions. The second
section addresses fundamental issues associated with
pollutant formation, modeling, and prediction. The third
section features case studies from manufacturers and
technology developers, emphasizing the system-level
and practical issues that must be addressed in
developing different types of gas turbines that emit
pollutants at acceptable levels.

A turbine jet engine comprises of four main parts,
which are a compressor, a combustion chamber, a
turbine and an exhaust nozzle. Turbine jet engine
operates at an open cycle called a jet propulsion
cycle. A small-scale turbine
jet engine comprises of
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the same element as the gas-turbine engine but in a
smaller scale. Both engines differ in utilization and
purpose of its production. Turbine jet engines were
constructed mainly for air transportation while the
small-scale turbine jet engines are developed for a
wider purpose, ranging for research activity to
hobbyist enthusiastic. Hence, this thesis
encompasses the design, fabrication, and testing a
small-scale turbine jet engine. The engine was
derived from an automobile turbocharger, which
provided the turbine and compressor component. A
combustion chamber was design and fabricated.
Engine support system comprised of ignition,
lubrication and fuel delivery system were installed at
the engine. The engine assembly was mounted in a
test setup. Thermocouples were installed at three
different stations on the engine flow path to measure
the temperature. Fuel regulators were utilized to
measure the fuel flow. The engine was started using
a specific procedure until it self-sustained. During
testing, the engine was only able to self-sustain
approximated for 10 seconds at kg/s fuel mass flow
rate. Troubleshooting and analysis regarding the
failure of the engine was done. Analysis shows that
there are four possible factors involves, namely, the
uses of LPG fuel, large pressure drop at the exit of
combustion chamber, low pressure pump and
leaking at the turbocharger. Four recommendations
were made for further studies, which are, utilize a
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brand-new turbocharger for the engine, use a pure
propane gas as a source of fuel, avoid uses of pipe
flange at the combustion chamber and utilize a
higher pressure pump for lubrication system. Further
modification was not made due to time and cost
limitation.
This is the second edition of Cumpsty's excellent selfcontained introduction to the aerodynamic and
thermodynamic design of modern civil and military
jet engines. Through two engine design projects, first
for a new large passenger aircraft, and second for a
new fighter aircraft, the text introduces, illustrates
and explains the important facets of modern engine
design. Individual sections cover aircraft
requirements and aerodynamics, principles of gas
turbines and jet engines, elementary compressible
fluid mechanics, bypass ratio selection, scaling and
dimensional analysis, turbine and compressor
design and characteristics, design optimization, and
off-design performance. The book emphasises
principles and ideas, with simplification and
approximation used where this helps understanding.
This edition has been thoroughly updated and
revised, and includes a new appendix on noise
control and an expanded treatment of combustion
emissions. Suitable for student courses in aircraft
propulsion, but also an invaluable reference for
engineers in the engine and airframe industry.
Presents the fundamentals of the gas turbine engine,
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including cycles, components, component matching,
and environmental considerations.
A significant addition to the literature on gas turbine
technology, the second edition of Gas Turbine
Performance is a lengthy text covering product
advances and technological developments. Including
extensive figures, charts, tables and formulae, this
book will interest everyone concerned with gas
turbine technology, whether they are designers,
marketing staff or users.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students,
from the most trusted source of aeronautic
information.
This text provides an introduction to gas turbine
engines and jet propulsion for aerospace or
mechanical engineers. The text is divided into four
parts: introduction to aircraft propulsion; basic
concepts and one-dimensional/gas dynamics;
parametric (design point) and performance (offdesign) analysis of air breathing propulsion systems;
and analysis and design of major gas turbine engine
components (fans, compressors, turbines, inlets,
nozzles, main burners, and afterburners). Design
concepts are introduced early (aircraft performance
in introductory chapter) and integrated throughout.
Written with extensive student input on the design of
the book, the book builds upon definitions and
gradually develops the thermodynamics, gas
dynamics, and gas turbine engine principles.
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This book is intended for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students in mechanical and aerospace
engineering taking a course commonly called
Principles of Turbomachinery or Aerospace
Propulsion. The book begins with a review of basic
thermodynamics and fluid mechanics principles to
motive their application to aerothermodynamics and
real-life design issues. This approach is ideal for the
reader who will face practical situations and design
decisions in the gas turbine industry. The text is fully
supported by over 200 figures, numerous examples,
and homework problems.
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